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Using this book, your students will learn the difference between accept 

and except ; af fect and ef fect ; common errors made when using contractions, such 

as its and it’s ; and more.

The quick activities in this book, consisting of commonly confused 

English words, promote proper usage and spelling through engaging word play, 

while empowering students with simple strategies for correct word choice. Words 

are shown along with words they are commonly mistaken for, with def initions 

and examples in daily use. Activities reinforce the difference between the words 

and the correct usage for each.

85 Lesson Launchers are a convenient and useful supplement to your 

regular class lessons. Make every minute count!

 Introduction
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accept, except

Except can also be a verb.

except (vb) –  to leave out; to exclude

Example:  His medical condition excepted him from playing badminton.

Write a sentence using the verb except. Then write a sentence using except as a 

preposition. Finally, write a sentence using the verb accept.
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base, bass

base (n) –  the bottom support of anything; the principal element or ingredient 

of anything; centre or area of operations

Example:  The base of the statue was made of Italian marble.

Example:  Laura used a base of light powder before applying her makeup.

base (vb) –  to make or form a foundation for; to make as a fact or condition; to 

station, place or situate

Example:  Always base your opinions on solid facts.

bass (adj) –  in music, low in pitch; of the lowest pitch range

Example:  The Police Band is famous for its large number of bass drums.

Circle the correct words in the following paragraph.

 Six members of the air squadron at the air force (base, bass) were on leave. 

They decided to go backpacking. On the way to their campsite, they became 

aware of the (base, bass) call of wild animals. Jerome, who sang (base, bass) 

in the choir at the (base, bass), tried to imitate the animals, but his voice was 

far too deep.© H
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descent, dissent

descent (n) –  an act or a process of moving downward; a downward incline; 

ancestry

Example:  The descent from the mountain was treacherous because of huge 

ice f ields.

Example:  With his entire lineage coming from France, Jean was of French 

descent.

dissent (n) –  a difference in sentiment or opinion; disagreement, dissatisfaction; 

opposition

Example:  The opposition’s dissent was based on the opinions expressed by 

the president.

dissent (vb) –  to disagree; to reject the opinions of another or others

Example:  John was the only one who dissented with the majority of his 

political party.

Write three complete sentences, one using the noun descent, one using the noun 

dissent and the other using the verb dissent.
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dual, duel

dual (adj) –  of or pertaining to two; composed or consisting of two people, 

items or parts; having a double nature

Example:  It is not always easy to determine the dual purposes of a 

chemical.

duel (n) –  a prearranged combat between two persons fought with deadly 

weapons according to an accepted code or procedure, especially to 

settle a private quarrel; any contest between two persons or parties

Example:  Getting the bill passed in the House became a duel between the 

two parties.

Write a short paragraph using both the adjective dual and the noun duel.
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